topographic image of the object is therefore
normally obtained together with the near
field optical images.
STOM(scanning tunnelling)
NEAR-FIELD OPTICS

Light on the Nanoworld
Dieter Pohl from the IBM’s Zurich Research Laboratory, Rüschlikon, explains why
imaging and spectroscopy techniques based on scanning near-field optical micro
scopy are generating so much interest.
The wealth of optical phenomena offers
numerous opportunities for interaction with
the world of mesoscopic dimensions if one
succeeds in confining the optical excitation
to a correspondingly small volume. The
optical effects then manifest themselves in
novel ways similar to those found in
waveguides and microwave antennae.
Scanning near-field optical microscopy
(SNOM) is based on this principle. The
technique requires material structures that
themselves have nanometre-sized dimen
sions. Small apertures, small particles
acting as scattering centres, pointed glass
fibres, or metallic tips, including the micro
mechanical tips used in atomic force
microscopy, are suitable. When appro
priately integrated into a scanning probe
microscope, these structures can provide
optical scan images with a resolution in the
10-100 nm range; these images are not
diffraction-limited.
SNOM has recently became the focus of
considerable scientific and technical interest
because it is the only scanning probe
microscopy that has well-understood mate
rial specificity (colour, polarization, fluores
cence). The field is expanding rapidly so it is
useful to give a brief overview of the stateof-the-art and the most frequently used
techniques, as illustrated by some recent
results from IBM Rüschlikon and the ETH
Zurich.
a-SNOM(aperture near-field)
The most popular SNOM to date is
aperture- (a-) SNOM [1], sometimes called
NSOM where the “N” stands for “normal”.
Based on a probe design developed at IBM
some 10 years ago, its essential component
Is a pointed, transparent tip coated with an
opaque metal filmsuch that a small aperture
is formed at the apex of the tip (Figs 1a-c).
In the early days, these tips were made of
etched quartz crystals. Currently, the tips
of choice are optical fibres pulled or etched
to form a sharp point. The transparent
micromechanical cantilever tips that have
been introduced recently as SNOM probes
constitute a promising new alternative.
The conical screen formed by the metallic
coating of the tip is a waveguide which is
overdamped near the apex. Its transmission
decreases strongly as the diameter shrinks.
a-SNOM is therefore limited to aperture
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diameters of about 30 to 70 nm and
provides a resolution of approximately the
same magnitude. Novel waveguide geome
tries which do not exhibit a cut-off (e.g.,
coaxial cones or slotted-wall structures)
might provide higher transmission volumes,
thereby possibly allowing the resolution to
be improved.
An aperture-SNOM is usually operated in
the emission mode (Fig. 1a), meaning that
light is focused into the optical probe from
the far end. A tiny amount of radiation is
transmitted by the aperture, interacts with
the object in front of it, and is collected by
focusing optics (e.g., an auxiliary conven
tional optical microscope). The collection
mode (Fig. 1b) is less frequently used,
mainly because more intense exposures are
needed. The reflection mode (Fig. 1c), first
demonstrated in 1988, has recently attract
ed increasing attention. The gap width
between the probe and object Is usually
controlled by an auxiliary distance-sensing
mechanism (generally by monitoring the
onset of electrical or mechanical contact). A

Asecond popular implementation of near
field optics is called scanning tunnelling
optical microscopy (STOM) or photon
tunnelling scanning microscopy (PSTM) [2].
The STOM/PSTM method is based on
tapping an evanescent surface wave by
means of an uncoated transparent tip, i.e.,
by using the "tunnelling" of photons. The
evanescent wave is created by total internal
reflection at the surface of a prismatically or
hemispherically shaped support for the
object. The principle of operation is closely
analogous to that of an electron scanning
tunnelling microscope. In particular, the
signal as a function of the gap-width has a
distinct exponential form, In contrast to the
standard a-SNOM. A STOM probe Is easily
prepared and the imaging capabilities of a
STOM device are comparable to those of
a-SNOM, although less well understood. It
is possible to invert the light path to reduce
exposure of the object during imaging.
TNOM(tunnelling near field)
A SNOM-type microscope that combines
the advantages of both a-SNOM (a welldefined interaction volume) and STOM (a
well-defined gap dependence) is the
"forbidden light" or tunnelling near-field
optical microscope (TNOM; see Fig. 2) [3]. It
employs the usual aperture tip but detects
both the light coupled via evanescent wave
photon tunnelling and the forward-trans
mitted light (the standard, or “allowed”
a-SNOM mode). The forbidden contribu-

Fig. 1 - Various types of probes
(a)
(b)
(c)
used for near-field optics.
A; upper) aperture probes operated in
transmission (a), collection (b) and
reflection (c) modes.
B; lower) scanning tunnelling optical
microscopy (STOM/PSTM) using a
fibre tip (d), an atomic force micro
scope tip (e) and a scanning tunnell
(e)
(f)
ing microscope tip (f). Arrows indicate (d)
the flow of light; opaque components
are in grey. The optical probe des
cends from above onto the horizontal
surface of the object (given by the
horizontal line).
Fig. 2 - Experimental arran
gement for a tunnelling near
field optical microscope
(TNOM) combining a-SNOM
and STOM. Light from a laser
(L) passes through a combina
tion of 1/2-wave and 1/4-wave
plates for polarization adjust
ment, and via a fibre coupler
(FC) into a monomode optical
fibre (F) with a pointed end
acting as an optical probe. The
fibre is mounted on a piezo
actuator. A shear force detec
tion system for topographic imaging (friction force; output channel “C”) is based on lateral
vibrations of the tip. The vibration modulates the intensity of the light from a laser diode (LD)
impinging on a detector (PD). Allowed light (shaded triangle; channel ‘A’’) and forbidden light
(dotted line; channel “B ) are detected using polarization analyzers (An) and photomultipliers
(PM). The sample is mounted on a hemispherical (FI) support.
Europhys. News26 (1995)
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(a)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(c)

Fig. 3 - Examples of near-field optical imaging
A; left) phase-contrast imaging: red blood cells on a glass substrate
showing their characteristic ellipsoidal shape (air dried; observed
under green light). Many features appear with reversed contrast in
forbidden (a) and allowed (b) light. This behaviour is typical for
transparent objects (phase contrast); it allows one to distinguish them
from absorbing objects (amplitude contrast). The two optical images
reveal various details smaller than 100 nm in size that are not
resolved in the topographic (friction) image (c) obtained simul
taneously. Image (d) gives a three-dimensional superimposition of (a)
and (c).
B; right) amplitude-contrast imaging: glass plate with a metallic pattern
obtained by using an array of latex spheres to cast shadows during
tions are transmitted at angles larger than
a critical one and cannot therefore be
detected with a standard a-SNOM.
Applications of TNOM
Fig. 3 is a series of recent TNOM Images
to Illustrate the current level of imaging
performance. The TNOM geometry is well
suited for the spectroscopy of individual
molecules [5, 6] — a capability that offers
some of SNOM’s most intriguing possibi
lities. To perform spectroscopy it is neces
sary to replace the detectors shown in Fig. 2
with an elliptical or parabolical mirror to
allow a large proportion of the total
fluorescence Intensity to be collected. The
decomposition of an inhomogeneous exci
tation spectrum into contributions from indi
vidual molecules allows, for instance, mole
cules to be identified by their saturation
behaviour and Stark shift (Fig. 4).
Major applications are to be expected in
biological research (high-resolution localiza
tion of fluorescent markers) and in micro
electronics. Other applications include mag
netic domain imaging on the basis of the
magneto-optic Kerr effect and photophysical
processing on the nanometre scale.
Theoretical Aspects
The ability to separate the source, the
zone of interaction and the detector, while
permitting different modes of SNOM
operation, tends to complicate the
understanding of near-field phenomena.
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(b)

(d)

vapour deposition (sample prepared by U.Ch. Fischer, University of
Munster). The array of uncoated spherical areas is illustrated in the
inset of (b). The images demonstrate the immunity of forbidden light
imaging to a background of stray light. The metallic patches (AI;
thickness 15 nm; lateral extension approx. 50 nm) appear as a dark
contrasting regularpattern in the “forbidden" image (a). Some patches
have a triangular shape, indicating that the resolution exceeds 50 nm.
The “allowed”image (b) is partly obscured by stray light coming from
imperfections at the sidewall of the optical probe, a shortcoming that
sometimes occurs during the production of optical tips. The
topographic (friction) image is shown in (c). (d) is a three-dimensional
superimposition of (a) and (c).
All images from [4], with permission.

Near- and far-field effects have to be
considered simultaneously, a problem that
cannot be handled using the theoretical
tools of classical optics or electrostatics.
As a result, questions dealing with aspects
such as resolution and contrast limits have
so far been left mainly to heuristic argu
ments and experimental evidence.
The modelling of light propagation
through the complicated SNOM geometry
requires the numerical solution of Helmholtz
equations. Several specific configurations
have recently been studied to give some
insight into the optical properties of the
SNOM geometry. As an example, Fig. 5A
shows the calculated electrical energy
density (electric field squared) for a twodimensional a-SNOM (i.e., for a slit aperture
as opposed to a circular aperture). One
clearly sees how a small metallic object
severely disturbs the flow of radiation from

the slit to the far field where the detector
would be located.
First results for three-dimensional models
indicate a similar behaviour. For instance,
Fig. 5B shows the three-dimensional field
distribution for an aluminium-coated glassfibre probe. Note the strong decay of light
intensity in the conical part of the optical
probe (as discussed above), which cons
titutes a major limitation with regard to
increasing the resolution by reducing the
aperture size.
Scanning near-field optical microscopy Is
clearly more complex than other scanning
probe techniques, but it provides a much
wider variety of information. It has the
advantage of not being limited by diffraction
so it readily yields a resolution of 30 to 70
nm for both amplitude and phase objects.
Aperture-SNOM having a resolution 30 nm

Fig. 4 - Statistical fine structure
and single-molecule features
[6]. The excitation spectrum (fluo
rescence intensity versus laser
detuning) of a pentacene-doped
p-terphenyl sample obtained
using near-field optical techni
ques. Upper panel: spectra taken
with a 100 mW (curve a) and 25
mW (curve b) pumped laser
power indicate the onset of satu
ration of some of the absorption
tines. Lower: increasingly larger voltages (0-20 V) applied to the metallic coating of the
optical fibre probe causes a Stark shift of some lines.

Fig. 5 - Modelling of SNOM image generation.
A; left) two-dimensional, 30 nm wide (slit) aperture
scanned across a 20 nm in diameter wire. Contours
give the calculated electrical energy density. They are
severely disturbed when the
object passes across the slit.
From[7].
B; right) three-dimensional,
aluminium-coated pointed
glass-fibre tip. Contours giv
ing the calculated flux of light
along the path to the tip apex
show a strong decrease in
intensity on approaching the
apex (x-direction parallel to
the plane of polarization;
factor of three between suc
cessive contour lines).

Search Culminated

The recent experiment at JILA forms the
culmination point of a research programme
in which two Important principles from
earlier experiments with ultra-cold atomic
gases were successfully combined, namely
(a) trapping by laser cooling methods with
optical investigation of the samples, and
(b) evaporative cooling of magnetically
trapped samples to achieve BEC. Laser
cooling proved extremely powerful to trap
a variety of ultra-cold atoms with easily
for both amplitude and phase contrast has
accessible optical transitions, in particular
reached a reasonably advanced level of Heinzelmann H. &Pohl D.W., Appl. Phys. A 59 alkali atoms. Sensitive and convenient
maturity. But to achieve its ultimate reso (1994) 89.
optical detection methods were developed,
lution, possibly in the 1-3 nm range, it will be [1] Pohl D.W., Denk W., &Lanz M, Appl. Phys. capable of imaging even a small number of
necessary to invent new near-field optical Lett. 44 (1984) 651; Dürig U., Pohl D.W. & atoms. However, optical cooling methods
probes differing considerably from the ones Rohner F., J. Appl. Phys. 59 (1986) 3318; appear to be less suited to obtaining BEC
Harootunian A. et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 49 because several light-related phenomena
employed up to now.
(1986) 674; Betzig E., Isaacson M. &Lewis A., tend to limit achievable densities and
App. Phys. Lett. 51 (1987) 2088.
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There are several aspects that make the
JILA experiment significant beyond the
mere observation of BEC. Unlike liquid
BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION
helium, the trapped atomic gases are
inhomogeneous. This gives rise to an
unique and almost complete spatial
separation between the condensate and
J.T.M. Walraven from the Van der Waals - Zeeman Institute, Amsterdam University, above-condensate particles. The separation
discusses the implications of recent observations of Bose-Einstein condensation manifests itself in one of the most exciting
in alkali metal gases.
features of the JILA experiment. Once the
condensate has formed, the above-con
A very exciting recent experiment by Eric examples, their importance as theoretical densate particles can be removed “mecha
Cornell and Carl Wleman at JILA (Boulder, model systems gave rise to a whole lite nically” using a radiofrequency-based tech
CO, USA) marks the beginning of a new rature on “fictitious” Ideal or nearly ideal nique, enabling almost instant cooling to
chapter In the history of degenerate degenerate quantum gases, both Bose and immeasurably lowtemperatures and leaving
quantum systems. In early June, the JILA Fermi systems. In these studies, the dilute an essentially pure condensate which could
group observed Bose-Einstein conden boson gas was invaluable for the deve be observed for about 15 s. The inhomosation (BEC) in an ultra-cold gas of 87Rb lopment of the microscopic theory of super geneity also allows the investigation of
atoms, and started the first experiments on fluidity, starting from first principles with interaction-related phenomena in spite of
a degenerate atomic Bose gas [see M.H. the binary collision approximation at tempe the fact that the samples are extremely
Anderson M.H. et al., Science 269 (1995) ratures where only s-wave scattering is
198]. More recently, BEC has been assumed to contribute.
announced for 7Li by Randall Hulet at Rice
University, USA. Other systems are likely to
An image of the velocity distribution of a
follow In the near future.
cloud of cooled and trapped Rb atoms that
Unlike liquid helium, the only degenerate
have formed a Bose-Einstein condensate.
boson fluid thus far investigated, the dilute
The high-density central (light contrasting)
Bose gases are weakly interacting. This
region is elliptical indicating that it has a
allows for large condensate fractions and an
highly nonthermal distribution (it is in fact
exceptionally transparent physical picture of
an image of a single macroscopically oc
many-body quantum behaviour. Not sur
cupied quantum wave function). Andersen
prisingly, the quantum gases have intrigued
M.H. et al., Science 269 (1995) 199, with
and inspired physicists throughout this
permission
century. In the absence of experimental

A Fascinating Period Lies Ahead
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